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Abstract: Cognitive radio is considered as a pioneering technique in the domain of wireless
communication as it enables and permits the Cognitive Users (CU) to exploit the unused channels
of the Primary Users (PU) for communication and networking. The CU nodes access the vacant
bands/channels through the Cognitive Radio Network (CRN) cycle by executing its different phases,
which are comprised of sensing, decision making, sharing (accessing) and hand-off (mobility).
Among these phases, hand-off is the most critical phase as the CU needs to switch its current data
transmissions to another available channel by recalling all the previous functions upon the emergence
of a PU. Further, from the security perspective, a Malicious User (MU) may imitate the PU signal
with the intention to never allow the CU to use its idle band, which ultimately degrades the overall
network performance. Attacks such as the Cognitive User Emulation Attack (CUEA) and Primary
User Emulation Attack (PUEA) may be encountered by the handoff procedure, which need to be
resolved. To address this issue, a secure and trusted routing and handoff mechanism is proposed
specifically for the CRN environment, where malicious devices are identified at the lower layers,
thus prohibiting them from being part of the communication network. Further, at the network layer,
users need to secure their data that are transmitted through various intermediate nodes. To ensure a
secure handoff and routing mechanism, a Trust Analyser (TA) is introduced between the CU nodes
and network layer. The TA maintains the record of all the communicating nodes at the network layer
while also computing the rating and trust value of the Handoff Cognitive User (HCUs) using the
Social Impact Theory Optimizer (SITO). The simulation results suggest that the proposed solution
leads to 88% efficiency in terms of better throughput of CRN during data communication, the packet
loss ratio, the packet delivery ratio and the maximum and average authentication delay and clearly
outperforms the prevailing mechanisms in all the parameters.

Keywords: trust analyser; trusted CU; social impact theory optimizer; handoff CU security; rating
trust value; trusted network nodes

1. Introduction

New innovations in wireless technologies and enhancement in broadcasting services on
multimedia platforms have not only resulted in a colossal increase in the demand and usage of
the communication spectrum, but have also called attention to the immense problem of spectrum
scarcity [1]. However, the statistics of spectrum usage in most countries have also exposed the problem
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of spectrum under-utilization. Spectrum under-utilization is used to describe the bands/channels
that have been allotted to licensed users, but cannot be efficiently utilized and remain vacant most
of the time. Therefore, by taking advantage of this opportunity, a promising Cognitive Radio (CR)
technology [2,3] (as depicted in Figure 1) has been pioneered in the field of wireless transmission,
which enables the Cognitive Users (CUs) or unlicensed users to exploit the unused bands/channels
of the Primary Users (PU)/licensed users. Spectrum sensing, decision making, sharing and mobility
(handoff) are the potential functions performed by a CR via cognitive engines to occupy an idle
spectrum band of the PU [4,5]. During the first three functions, the CU interacts with its environment
to recognize idle bands and selects the most appropriate amongst all the bands sensed as idle. Next, it
ascertains the transmission on the selected idle channel via a suitable accessing strategy in order to
evade an obstruction of communication among the PUs and CUs [6,7]. However, during the mobility
or handoff functioning of CR, the CU needs to switch its current data transmission on another available
channel upon the emergence of PU by recalling all the previous functions [8,9]. The data transmission
time, spectrum sensing time and appearance of PU are the key facets that increase the delay during
the handoff process [10]. Further, from the security perspective, it is possible for an intruder or a
malicious user (MU) to imitate a legitimate Handoff CU (HCU) with the intention to degrade the
network performance [11].

Spectrum
Channels

PU

cu1 cu2

cu3

cu4

cu5

cu6

cun

HCU
or
NCUMU

Figure 1. The CU (Cognitive Users) handoff mechanism for a cognitive radio network cell.

1.1. Motivation

In the conventional handoff techniques [12,13], all the CUs are often assumed to be cooperative
and trusted. However, in practice, the HCUs or New Cognitive Users (NCUs) (where a new CU enters
into a CR cell for the first time after the network establishment) can be conciliated by the MUs to
introduce malicious activities in the Cognitive Radio Network Cell (CRNC) environment [14].

The motives of the MU are to prevent the legitimate CUs from accessing the channel by repetitively
mimicking the serving PU’s signal and damaging the network metrics and hand-off security in the
environment. Another way to breach the CRN security is to compromise the intermediate nodes
through which the CUs transmit their data. The wireless scenery and communication measures allow
the data of a CU to be transmitted through various intermediate nodes. Hence, there might be a
prospect where intermediate nodes may be compromised by an MU to perform malicious functions.
The intruder may compromise one or more network devices such as hubs, bridges or routers so as to
consume the system’s resources. Further, where a large number of unknown objects communicate in a
colossal sphere, there is forever a high prospect for MUs to gain illicit network admittance of the CUs.
Therefore, the potential challenge of CRNC security is to transmit the data of CUs through trusted
nodes and secure the HCU or NCU by ascertaining a trusted handoff framework. Till now, researchers
have proposed various security frameworks for PU or CU transmission; however, only a few of
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them have focused on the security aspects of handoff or intermediate data transmission. Therefore,
until now, the CU’s intermediate nodes and spectrum handoff security techniques are unexploited
for the Cognitive Radio Network (CRN) in the reported literature. A number of cryptographic
security/privacy frameworks have been proposed for data mobility or transmission of nodes in
several environments such as MANETs, VANETs, UAVs, WMN and WSN [11,15–22]. However,
these methods may not be directly espoused in the CRN milieu owing to its unique individuality.
Further, the cryptographic proposals might increase the communication, storage and computation
expenses by directly increasing the transmission delay.

Currently, the authenticity of the devices or applications can be deliberated through the trust
value approach [23–27]. The network trust is distinct as a computing parameter that calculates the
legality of a meticulous node based upon its previous or existing communications without increasing
the cryptographic steps. Therefore, an efficient method to ensure a secure message system is a trust
based process. It enhances the security without further increasing the network delay and overhead.
Unluckily, trusted security frameworks/methods in CRN have not been methodically identified and
are still in their early stages.

1.2. Contribution

The paramount objective of this paper is to propose a secure framework that effectively transmits
the data of cognitive users through trusted nodes and legitimises the HCU or NCU, where the trust
rate of each node and its neighbour is computed by initiating a Trust Analyser (TA) among the nodes
and CUs. The goal of TA is to confirm the legitimacy of the transmitting node by calculating its rating
and trust based on its previous history connections using SITO. This research study also seeks to
search for a trusted path for communication using the Tidal Trust Algorithm (TTA). The potential
contributions of the proposed framework are as follows:

1. Recognizing the role of the trust based security structure in the CRN milieu.
2. Recommending a trusted security structure for the CRN environment via the TTA algorithm by

computing the TF (Trust Factor)/TV (Trust Value) of each node.
3. Ensuring a secure data transmission among CUs by computing their rates and trust values

using SITO.

The remaining structure of the manuscript is organized as follows. The related survey of the
secure CRN milieu is offered in Section 2. Further, a trusted security scheme for the communication of
the Network Node (NN) and CU is given in Section 3. In addition, Section 4 examines the performance
factors of the given framework in various scenarios. Further, the outcomes of exhaustive simulation
results against various networking parameters are discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 provides
the conclusion and highlights the future directions of the work.

2. Related Work

Handoff is an essential function of CRN. This section deliberates the various handoff security
techniques and frameworks of the CRN environment. Several researchers have described various
handoff schemes by categorizing them into two major categories, i.e., (1) reactive handoff schemes and
(2) proactive handoff schemes. Wang et al. [28] gave a reactive handoff procedure where the preemptive
recommence precedence queuing system is used to exploit the channel accessibility under diverse
service time distributions and traffic survival rates. Moreover, the network metrics are measured
beside broadcast latency and traffic survival rates. However, the proposed framework fails to identify
malicious nodes that remain ideal for a long period of time in the network and perform replay and
man-in-the-middle attacks to affect the networking parameters. In order to overcome this issue,
Wu et al. [29] gave a proactive scheme in which a common optimal communication with proactive
spectrum handoff (OPTH) technique was applied along with dynamic programming to overcome the
issue of data message communication in a predefined target. Further, the simulated results attained
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total minimal costs and higher data rates in comparison to conventional techniques. In addition,
Tayel et al. [30] presented an indiscriminate diagnostic model to minimize the data communication
time for CU throughout the handoff. The simulation consequences were demonstrated based on
the preemptive recommence precedence network. However, the authors did not discuss the energy
transmission/consumption required by each node to process the communication mechanism in the
network. In addition, none of the authors till now have introduced the need for security during the
handoff mechanism. Liu et al. [31] proposed an energy efficient and secure mechanism using the
secrecy guard zone in order to secure the primary transmitters. The authors gave a stochastic geometry
random CRN for analysing the probability of primary links whose numerical and analytical results
validated the proposed framework over conventional approaches. Further, Maji et al. [32] exploited
the importance of physical layer security by evaluating a secrecy outage probability in terms of energy
harvesting based upon underlay CRN. The proposed approach’s aim is to determine eavesdropping
during the direct link data transmission and analysed against the target data rate, energy harvesting
time, interference threshold and secrecy rate. However, the amount of time required to ensure or
validate the authenticity of users was missing in this specific study.

In addition, Shah et al. [33] proposed a physical layer secure framework for orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing. The improved proposed framework was shown against different
measuring parameters in terms of the secrecy rate. Zhang et al. [34] proposed a technique that
takes minimum power consumption in two different schemes, namely the underlay scheme and
cooperative scheme. In both schemes, the CU was non-trusted. Using an optimization tool, the authors
designed a secure beam forming for both schemes. Further, the simulated results validated the
proposed phenomenon against conventional approaches. However, they did not discuss the dynamic
scenarios or the probability of intruders to forge the legitimate CU that start behaving as MU after
remaining ideal for a longer time in the network. Salameh et al. [35] proposed a probabilistic channel
assignment mechanism in order to overcome the jamming attack for both reactive and proactive
approaches. The proposed mechanism minimizes the invalidity of packet transmission that averts
delay constraints. The simulated results validated the proposed framework over availability, security
and the quality-aware channel algorithm against a number of conventional approaches. However,
the authors did not discuss the major security threats such as the amount of energy or network resources
consumed during a worm hole threat. Moreover, Roshni et al. [36] proposed a technique in order to
establish a raw energy level of the PU that is an h-hop distance away using non-consensus disseminated
spectrum sensing. In addition, a data falsification attack was considered during the vacant spectrum
selection. In order to distinguish the maliciously performing nodes, a secure node generation approach
was used that isolated the node generating maximum energy values. The numerical and simulated
results against legitimate node selection validated the proposed mechanism. Furthermore, the process
to identify or validate the legitimate nodes in the network needed complex computational and
communications overheads.

In addition, several authors have proposed security mechanisms based on trust computations in
cognitive radio networks. Bennaceur et al. [37] surveyed the security mechanisms based on the trust
and reputation mechanism. The authors illustrated the trust based mechanisms by categorizing them
into basic, probability based, intelligent trusted mechanism and trust through the involvement of a
third party. In addition, Jin et al. [38] proposed an approach for ensuring the trust among CU using the
efficient energy mechanism where the user’s trust is established through the node’s opinion. The CUs
having a legitimate or untrusted opinion of another node would be accepted by the entire network.
Furthermore, Dubey et al. [39] and Sun et al. [40] proposed a trust based mechanisms in CRN based
on distance and location awareness among the CUs through certain metrics such as Quality-of-Service
(QoS) links and requirements. In addition, the probability based reputation mechanism was proposed
to detect spectrum sensing falsification threats in the cooperative sensing approach.

Several researchers have proposed trusted and efficient security procedures for handoff techniques
by exploring the delay parameter in CRN and the Primary User Emulation Attack (PUEA), where an
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MU imitates the characteristics of a PU in order to stop the CUs from accessing the available channel.
However, the security aspects during the spectrum handoff process are missing in the reported
literature. In auxiliary, none of the researchers have considered the trust of intermediate nodes through
which the CUs’ data are transmitted. Upon the appearance of the PU transmitter, the HCU needs to
vacate the occupied spectrum band and search for a new unused channel to resume its additional
transmissions. Further, the prevention of other nodes from using the channels for communication by
occupying them is a type of jamming attack that also degrades the networking process significantly.
Therefore, ensuring a secure trust based routing mechanism from intermediate nodes is discussed
in this paper. Now, In the spectrum handoff schemes, during the delay to occupy or vacate another
unused channel, there may be the possibility of an MU behaving as a legitimate CU or PU with
the intention of never allowing the HCU to occupy another channel or with the intention of simply
degrading the network performance. This attacking strategy has pioneered a new security threat in
handoff security, i.e., “Cognitive User Imitate Threat (CUIT)”, where the MU never allows the HCU
to access the new unused band by mimicking the legitimate CU. In the next section, we provide the
details of our proposed framework.

3. CR Secure Handoff Mechanism

The architecture of the CRN environment is depicted in Figure 2, which is comprised of three
distinct layers. (1) the primary user layer allows the PUs to access the reserved bands or channels of
the network at any time; (2) the Network Node (NN) layer is responsible for transmitting the data of
CUs; and (3) the CU layer allows the users to access the idle band of the PUs.

Network 1 Network n

Network
Layer

Cognitive User
Layer

CU Cell 1 CU Cell n

Primary User
Layer

Network
Layer

Primary User
Layer

CU
Layer

Network Layer
Inherited
Threats

CU Layer
Specific
Threats

Network Delay
Jamming

Routing threats
Masquerade

PUEA
Data Falsification

Handoff CU

Spectrum
Channels

CRNC Environment

Trust Manager

Figure 2. The Cognitive Radio Network Cell (CRNC) milieu together with specified and inherited
security attacks. PUEA, Primary User Emulation Attack.

In the case where a CU wants to access an idle band, NN calculates the Trust Value (TV) of the
requesting CUs by validating it with the predefined thresholds. If the CU’s TV is greater than the
NN rating, then the CU is trusted and permitted to access the band. A TA is maintained that keeps a
record of all the parameters of the nodes in its look-up/routing table the including node’s address
(addr), id, rating and TF/TV. Therefore, the proposed framework identifies trust at two different levels,
i.e., (1) during data transmission at the NN layer and (2) at the CU layer, where either NCU or HCU
may get compromised. In the next section, we provide the details of the system model.
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3.1. System Model

In addition, the trust of each NN layer is calculated using the Tidal Trust Algorithm (TTA), which
generally works in two diverse phases: (1) During network establishment, all the nodes are assumed
to be trusted in nature, where the ratings and trust of every individual node are computed as the
nodes start the communication process in the network. The trust and rating of every node is computed
by separating them into certain levels such as the trust of nodes at i + 1 will be calculated by nodes
present at level i. (2) In the subsequent phase, NN calculates the trust of each HCU or NCU before
allowing the data transmission through the trusted intermediate paths. The detailed explanation of
the NN and CU layers is detailed below. Further, the flowchart of the proposed framework is depicted
in Figure 3.

Start

Network Layer: NN, MU, TA
CU Layer: CU. MU, TA

NU(NU/NCU)

If user is NN
Yes No

EU
(HEU/NU)

Depending upon its DDR and
activeness, TV would be decided

if 
TV=1

Malicious 
network node

NN allow for data
transmission

process

HCU NU

There is a possibility of
MU entrance by forging
the legitimate address of

HCU

TA keeps the record of
all CU into its look-up

table like survival time,
request service time

TA verifies the HCU
authenticity by checking

its look-up table

if 
TV=1

NoYes

NoYes

Allows further
communication by

declaring the trusted
HCU

HCU is
malicious

Initially TA allows five
transmissions to CU 

TA correspondingly
stores the TV of CU into

its look-up table

After predefined number
of transmissions i.e. five,

TA checks the look-up
table of CU

if 
TV=1

NoYes

User is
legitimate

User is
malicious

Stop

Trust and rating of the entire NN is computed
and recorded into TA look-up table

Figure 3. Proposed framework at the network Layer.

3.1.1. AT the NN Layer

To understand the operation of the proposed framework, we considered a unidirectional
relationship between the nodes in the network. Upon starting the transmission process among
nodes, the trust of every node is calculated through the SITO technique, which assigns a random trust
to every node among 0–1. The ratings and trusts of all the nodes are subsequently updated and stored
into the TA lookup table. As the communication proceeds, the primary part of TTA commences the
processing by arbitrarily choosing the node for calculating the TV of its neighbouring nodes that are
divided into certain levels. All network nodes are positioned at specific predefined levels, for instance
the first node (P) at Level 0, Q, R, S at Level 1, etc., as illustrated in Figure 4a.

This procedure extends in a recursive way at each level for computing the neighbouring nodes’
TV using their preceding history of communications. Figure 4a represents the graph state after the first
flow of TTA, i.e., Level 0 values. For instance, in Figure 4a, node Q is rated as 0.35 because the trust
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of node P for Q stands at 0.35 (depending upon their previous history interaction). Likewise, nodes
R and S are rated as 0.30 and 0.40 respectively by node P. At Level 1, after each node has been rated,
the TTA continues with subsequent steps till other nodes are rated. Each node at Level 1 will give
an auxiliary rating to its respective neighbour at Level 2. If any node of Level 2 has more than one
predecessor, then out of the assigned trust values, the minimum of the two would be considered due
to the fact that no prior history of the node is available.

Figure 4b depicts the graph status subsequent to the algorithm where node T is rated by its
predecessors R and Q. Node R rated T as 0.40, which is computed as such because it is the minimum of
the trust value given by R to T, i.e., 0.40, and R’s own rating of 0.50. Likewise, Q rated T as 0.35, which is
the least of its rating of 0.35 and its trust over T, i.e., 0.45. The ultimate rating of T would be the highest
between these two ratings, that is 0.40. In auxiliary, after accessing all the network nodes, the last
node’s rating, i.e., T’s rating (0.40) (according to this network), would be selected as the threshold
value of the network. The first half of algorithm runs in Breadth First Search (BFS) manner. Its goal is
to vigorously ascertain the threshold of the trust between NN (source) and CU (destination). It is done
upon the assignment of ratings to all other nodes in the last graph level that are assigned to CU. Now,
if an NN is compromised as shown in Figure 4b, nodes R and U are compromised nodes, and the rating
and TV of that node would probably be very less, which can be measured for further communications.
The complete execution of the NN layer is presented in Algorithm 1. Furthermore, the algorithms of
the involved functions to execute the main algorithm are highlighted in Algorithms 2–6, respectively.

0.40 0.30
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0.35

U

V

T

0.40 0.30 0.35

0.35
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0.35

0.40

0.40

S R
Q

Compromised Node

Legitimate Node

(a)
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0.35
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0.20 0.30

U T

V

Compromised Node
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(b)
Figure 4. (a) Trust Value and rating at Level 1; (b) trust value and rating at Level 2.

Algorithm 1: Computation of the rating and TF/TV of all CNs.
Assumption: All the cognitive nodes are divided into certain levels (i.e., as depicted in

Figure 5: node P is at Level 0, nodes Q, R and S are at level 1, and so on)
Input: A network with n number of cognitive nodes
Output: Node identified as either legitimate or malicious
Step 1: Primarily each node NNi computes the TF/TV of its neighbouring nodes via SITO by

calculating the following factors;
Compute activeness ();
Compute DDR();
Step 2: Apply TTA at every level so as to calculate or finalize the rating and trust of each NNi
Compute level of trust ();
Compute rating ();
Step 3: At level i, NNi dispenses the rating and TV to level (i + 1) NNi
Step 4: Extinction of the recursion Step 3 waiting for all the NNi to have the rating and TV
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PU Layer
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Figure 5. System model of the NN layer.

Algorithm 2: Calculation of Activeness().
Input: The number of transactions/communications done by each node is recorded to
compute their TV/TF

Counter = 0
if (NCU transmits desire (hello) message to CCU) then

Set Counter = counter + 1 ;
if (Counter > Counterthreshold) then

NCU is MU;
else

NCU is trusted CU
end

else
NCU is legitimate CU

end

Algorithm 3: Calculation of DDR().
Input: The amount of data transmitted among nodes
DDR = DDR(indegreepackets-outdegreepackets) × 100
if (DDR <=DDRthresholdvalue) then

Set NCU as MU;
return 1;

else
Set NCU as trusted CU;
return 0;

end
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Algorithm 4: Calculation of TF().
Input: The number of communications done by each CU
if (DDR and activeness > predefined threshold) then

Legitimate NN;
return 1;

else
Malevolent NN;
return 0;

end

Algorithm 5: Calculation of Level Trust().
Input: The number of transactions/communications done by each IoT device is recorded to
compute their TF

Primarily the NNi at level i consigns the rating and TV to each CUi
if (at level i + 1, NNi has more inputs from level i) then

TV depends on the TV and rating of level i;
else

At level i + 1;
Trust = Min (NNi(TV), NNi(rating));
Max (TV (NN1, NN2.......... NNi));

end

Algorithm 6: Calculation of Rating().
Input: The TV and ratings of all CUs
1. At level i, NNi consigns the TV that will rate the NNi at level i + 1.
2. The level i + 1 rating will likely be
Rating = Max (level i (NNi (rating)))

3.1.2. AT CU Layer

In subsequent algorithms of the given framework, trust towards the CU is calculated via the
number of intermediate NNs. In this study, every NN in the graph computes its trust value for CU via
Equation (1):

tni =
tni,j , cui|ti,j >= max

tni , j|ti,j >= max
(1)

where tni is the threshold trust between nodes ni and nj at the network layer and CUi and CUj at
the CU layer. Nodes that are legitimate and trusted will calculate the threshold trust towards the
CU by Equation (1), which is the deciding parameter to strain out the nodes with the minimum trust
ratings. Once trust values are calculated, only devices above threshold ratings are used to forward the
messages. This is recursive for each node level, until the source is arrived at and its TV over the sink is
computed. In that case, NN will compute the trust over HCU/NCU by the above process and derive
the best available path to offer the communication. Moreover, communication between the devices is
allowed only if the trust is above the threshold level. Algorithm 7 summarizes the execution process to
calculate the legitimacy of CU.
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Algorithm 7: Compute the best trusted path among NNi and CUi.
Input: Network with Ni number of nodes and CUi of users
Output: Node identified as either legitimate or malicious
Step 1: CUi communicates with NNi.
Step 2: To ensure a trusted routing path, NNi computes the threshold rating using the level of

trust ()
Step 3: NNi computes the multiple routes to CUi by contrasting each NNi (rating value) amid

the threshold rating
Step 4: if (NNi rating > threshold rating) then

Embrace that node NNi is in the route;
else

Remove that node from the route
end
Step 5: NNi will calculate the preeminent trusted route via Equation (1)

4. Performance Evaluation and Complexity of the Proposed Approach

Even though it is very difficult to ensure a secure routing and communication process at the
network and cognitive layer, in this paper, we propose a trusted communication structure that not only
offers high trust among the nodes, but also provides affordable genuine services to the CU. Figure 6
shows the abstracted scrutiny of the test bed with three cognitive networks operating on NS2 with a
predefined number of CUs. Tables 1 and 2 present the CRN milieus of 500 m × 500 m having different
numbers of nodes. In addition, the proposed phenomenon was validated against malevolent scenarios
where a number of legitimate nodes were compromised by the intruders.

The CUs were movable in nature, where they could escape from their network or unite at any time.
The mobility rate of CU was fixed at 0–10 m/s with the communication range of 30 m. Furthermore,
the underlying MAC layer protocol was 802.11, while the communication range of the routers was
set to 120 m. The preliminary random TV was also allocated to every node. Primarily, 250 CUs were
formed, which operated as IoT devices. In addition, an artificial data creator was used that generated
the data through normal delivery pattern. So as to compute the security, the malevolent nodes or
CUs were embedded into the environment using the probability distribution during the handoff and
communication process.

NS2
Simulator

NS2
Simulator

NS2
Simulator

Network 1 Network 2 Network 3

250 250 250

Number of CU's devices initially assigned

Handoff based on probability

Handoff based on
probability

Handoff based on
probability

Synthesized Data Generation using Normal Distribution

CR
Network 1

CR
Network 2

CR
Network 3

Figure 6. Testbed for the performance scrutiny of the proposed structure.
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Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Parameters Values

Simulation Time 80 s
Grid Facet 500 m × 500 m

CRN Nodes 250
Transmission Range 140 m (approximately)

Data Size 512 bytes
MAC Protocol IEEE 802.11

Table 2. Arrangement of NS2 for the diverse CRN milieu.

Virtual Machine Nodes Edge Nodes (Near the CRN Environment)

CRN1 50 10
CRN2 100 15
CRN3 250 20

The black hole and worm hole are considered as severe routing attacks, as the former drastically
affects the network metrics by dropping 100 percent of the data packets, while the latter selectively
drops the data and cannot be recognized quickly [41]. The handoff occurs when any IoT device switches
from one CRN to another upon the emergence of a PU. The involvement of HCU and malevolent CU
and the alteration of CU to malevolent in the network are based on probability, as shown in Table 3.
In addition, the conversion of the trusted node to malevolent through the handoff process states that
among 100 handoffs, 10 nodes are converted to malicious. Initially, 50 nodes are dispensed to each
CRN, and after every 80 s, more nodes are allotted in order to test the structure scalability.

Table 3. Dissimilar probabilities for the performance scrutiny of the given structure.

S.No. Action Probability

1 Accumulation of Malevolent Node 15
2 Handoff Nodes 10
3 Conversion to Malicious during Handoff 10

The architecture of our framework consisted of a TA, responsible for authenticating the legality of
CU and HCU, and two gateway routers that ensured connectivity between the routers and the Internet.
NN were divided into diverse zones that offered the services to their domains or zonal CU’s as Home
Routers (HR). The realms were assembled based upon the transmission variety of CU with its HR.

5. Simulation Results

In this section, we evaluate our proposal against the existing baseline model based on various
performance evaluation metrics and criteria.

5.1. Performance Evaluation Metrics

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed mechanism, we considered the following
evaluation criteria, including:

1. Relative Trust: This metric is related to the trust of the network, indicating the highly trusted
parameter in order to ensure a node’s legitimacy. It is calculated via Equation (2):

RT =
N

∑
i=1

(PDRi + REi + NDi + ASi + PLi and PHIi) (2)
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2. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): This depicts the amount of packets that are successfully received
by the nodes. Let PR be the number of received packets and Pexp the number of packets that are
expected to be received in the network.

PDR =
PR

Pexp
(3)

3. Packet Delivery Delay (PDD): This shows the amount of delay required by each
(legitimate/malicious) node to forward the incoming packets. Let PRT be the total number
of packet received and PGT the total number of packets generated, then PDD can mathematically
be represented as:

PDD = PRT − PGT (4)

4. Network throughput: This is defined as the total number of packets transmitted by the source
node over the number of packets received by the destination node at a given period of time. Let
Ttp be the total number of packets transmitted and Trp the total number of packets received, then
the network throughput can be given as:

NetworkThroughput =
N

∑
i=1

Total number o f packets
Ttp − Trp

(5)

5. Average Authentication Delay (AAD): This is defined as the average amount of time required for
validating the number of nodes. AAD is a request delay that indicates the difference between the
time taken by requesting nodes and the time to authenticate it.

AAD =
N

∑
i=1

TimeRqst − Timeauth

Total number o f requesting nodes
(6)

6. Maximum Authentication Delay (MAD): This is the maximum time required to authenticate a
particular node in the network.

7. True Positive Rate (TPR): This is defined as the measure of how efficiently the mechanism can
identify the malicious number of packets as presented in Equation (7):

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
(7)

where a True Positive (TP) is the number of packets that have been dropped after their successfully
identification and registration as malicious by the network. In addition, a False Negative (FN) is
the number of packets that have been forwarded instead of being dropped after their incorrect
identification as benign.

8. True Negative Rate (TNR): TNR is the measure of the number of legitimate packets identified by
the mechanism, as depicted in Equation (8):

TNR =
TN

TN + FP
(8)

where a True Negative (TN) is the number of packets that have been forwarded after their correct
identification as benign by the network. Further, a False Positive (FP) is the number of packets
that have been dropped instead of being forwarded after their incorrect registration as malicious.

5.2. Existing Method

We compared the efficiency of our proposal against [24], where the probabilistic scenario of the
false presence of PUEA is presented in the CRN environment. Further, this study also proposes an
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attack-aware cooperative sensing mechanism that identifies the possibility of false PUEA during the
transmission process. We evaluated the comparison of this study based on the performance evaluation
criteria, mentioned above.

5.3. Results

We considered various parameters to compare our proposal against the existing mechanism.
In traditional (existing) approaches, malevolent devices are not sensed based on TV; thus, the overall
computational overhead and the complexities of managing cryptographic keys increase. However,
in our proposed mechanism, throughput, PDR and authentication processes performed better, as the
malicious devices upon detection were immediately removed from the network. Figure 7 illustrates the
relative normalized weights of various parameters evaluating the trust of a particular node. In order to
do so, we considered various parameters such as Residual Energy (RE), Node Delay (ND), Packet Loss
(PL), Previous History Interaction (PHI), Trust Value (TV) and the ticket and Authentication Server (AS).
As depicted in Figure 7, PL and TV had maximum relative normalized weights in comparison to the
other parameters, thus ensuring that these were the most significant parameters to measure or identify
the legitimacy of nodes. In addition, the RE transmitted by the nodes during communication had the
least significance to compute the security. Further, in order to measure the legitimate or malicious
nodes in the network, the authors analysed the relative trust parameter where the trust value was
dependent on various factors such as the residual energy, previous history interaction, node distance
and third party server (authentication server). The relative metric is related to the trust computation of
the network, indicating the highly trusted parameter. Furthermore, in this section, a relative trust value
as depicted in Figure 8a,b is analysed among the existing and proposed approach, where malicious
devices were increasing at a rate of 10%. The legitimate or malicious node identification was entirely
dependent on the computed relative trust. The node having a higher trust value depending on the
previous history interaction, residual energy, node distance, etc., would be considered as a highly
trusted or legitimate node. However, the node having low trusted value was considered as a malicious
node and would never be considered in the communication process.
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Figure 7. Relative normalized weights of the TV parameters for the handoff routing process.

Moreover, to identify MN from the network associated with a particular CU, we evaluated the
accuracy of the proposed system in Figure 8a, where the comparison of the existing and proposed
approaches is depicted. To measure the attacks, RE, ND, PL, PHI, TV and tickets were the certain factors
that affected the network security while identifying the legitimacy of the node. However, for existing
solutions, security was measured by analysing the probability of attacks during the communication
process. Figure 8b depicts the ability of every node to compute trust when MDs were increased in
the network. This suggests that trust computation by TA was varying by a small rate, while in the
case of existing mechanisms (without involvement of the trust parameter), the time reduced as the
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malicious number of nodes became involved in the transmission process. This was due to the fact
that the involvement of malicious devices during the communication mechanism may significantly
increase the packet transmission.
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Figure 8. (a) Relative trust evaluated by both approaches. (b) Trust evaluated by the nodes on different
network sizes where the malicious nodes are increasing at 10 percent in every network size.

Additionally, Figure 9a,b represents the packet delivery ratio and packet delivery delay against
the existing and proposed approaches. As is clearly seen in Figure 9a, our proposal achieved high PDR
due to the fact that only trusted nodes were involved and participated in the routing process, while in
the existing approach, the probability was identified to detect the malicious node that sometimes led to
severe security concerns. Moreover, Figure 9b suggests that the proposed solution never was involved
with the malicious nodes during the formation of the routing path. Therefore, the involvement of
legitimate nodes increased the delivery rate between the source and destination. On the other hand,
malicious nodes may get involved in the path formation process in the existing mechanism, which
further increased the delay of the transmission process by generating Denial of Service (DoS) and
replay attacks.
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Figure 9. (a) Packet delivery ratio. (b) Packet delivery delay (in time).

In addition, Figure 10 depicts the comparison of network throughput. In case the number of
malicious nodes was fixed or less with the increase in network size, the existing approaches performed
equivalent to the proposed mechanism. However, due to restriction in the involvement of nodes (only
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legitimate nodes), the proposed approach still performed better. Finally, Figure 11a,b represents the
packet delay in a scenario, where worm hole and black hole nodes were introduced to the network with
25 nodes. This clearly suggests that the delay caused by our proposed approach was less compared
to the existing solution due to the fact that our solution never involved MD during the handoff or
communication process, thus resulting in lower delays in the network. However, the existing approach
may integrate MD within its communication, which ultimately allowed these nodes to degrade the
network performance. Moreover, our proposed framework showed approximately an 88% success
rate in packet delivery, throughput and trust computation against the existing mechanism.
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Figure 10. Network throughput.
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Figure 11. Packet delivery delay upon (a) increasing the number of worm hole nodes and (b) increasing
the number of black hole node.

Finally, Figure 12a,b portrays the CU nodes’ average and maximum authentication delay via TV
and PHI examined by TA, suggesting that AAD and MAD of the proposed mechanism outperformed
the existing approach. This was due to the fact TA validated the legitimacy of every node before
allowing the transmission process. However, in the existing mechanism, malicious nodes may get
involved in the communication process, which again led to the increase in the delay in the network.

To analyse the accuracy, the proposed mechanism was measured against average and maximum
authentication delay. Further, the proposed approach was verified by identifying the malicious and
legitimate behaviour of nodes against true the Positive Rate (TPR), also called the sensitivity, and
the True Negative Rate (TNR), also called the specificity [42]. Figure 13a presents the specificity
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and sensitivity over various numbers of malicious nodes, whereas Figure 13b depicts specificity and
sensitivity over various numbers of legitimate nodes.

The specificity and sensitivity of the proposed approach as depicted in Figure 13a were around
99% and 97%. respectively, over varying numbers of malicious nodes. The reason is that the trust
analyser identified the trust rate of communicating nodes already present in the network immediately.
The malicious behaviour of a node can also remain under surveillance by the TA for some specific
period of time. However, the slightly smaller value in the case of specificity was because the
newly-entered node remained unidentified and may have performed malicious activity in the network
without coming into consideration for some time. Similarly, Figure 13b represents the 98% sensitivity
and 96% specificity of the proposed mechanism against varying the number of legitimate nodes where
TA validated the legitimacy of each communicating node present in the network before permitting to
be involved in the transmission process.
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Figure 12. (a) Average authentication delay against the number of users (receivers). (b) Maximum
authentication delay against the number of users (receivers).
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Figure 13. Sensitivity and specificity against (a) malicious nodes and (b) legitimate nodes.

5.4. Discussion

The proposed structure was evaluated on multiple NNs and CUs for which a modified test
bed was given. The numerical experimentation evaluation was successful where numerous results
concerning various metrics were evidenced. The system acted as desired, and all performance metrics
were positive for the projected system for some CRN. The accuracy was nearly 88%, which can be
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further recovered with time, due to the removal of identified MNs from the network. Additionally, the
identification of MNs via the removal and trust of sensed MNs did not hamper the performance of the
nodes. The projected system calculated the rating and trust of the nodes subsequent to a precise time
interval. The nodes that negotiated and behaved malevolently would have low trust and rating (high
PDR, low throughput, etc.) and would never be used for path formation. Likewise, TA computed
the TV of the NCU or HCU before allowing the transmission process, which again increased the
security aspect.

6. Conclusions

This paper initiated the concept of cognitive user attacks that occur during the spectrum handoff
mechanism in cognitive radio networks. A trust analyser at the cognitive user layer successfully
resolved CUEA by exploiting the behavioural characteristics of each CU using SITO. The proposed
mechanism was validated extensively against conventional mechanisms by comparing various trusted
and networking parameters. Furthermore, the proposed mechanism significantly outperformed the
existing approaches by computing the trust of every CU or transmitting node. In addition, The TA
ensured a trusted path for data transmission using TTA. The proposed framework showed an 88%
success rate in all the simulation results against the existing mechanism.

The exploitation of the proposed framework for the inter-domain handoff communication is an
exigent task that will be addressed in future communications.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CU Cognitive User
PU Primary User
CRN Cognitive Radio Network
CUEA Cognitive User Emulation Attack
HCU Handoff Cognitive User
TA Trust Analyser
SITO Social Impact Theory Optimizer
NCU New Cognitive User
TTA Tidal Trust Algorithm
TF/TV Trust Factor/Trust Value
OTPH Optimal Transmission Proactive Spectrum Handoff
NN Network Node
RE Residual Energy
ND Node Distance
PL Packet Loss
PHI Previous History Interaction
TPR True Positive Rate
TNR True Negative Rate
TP True Positive
TN True Negative
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FP False Positive
FN False Negative
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